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1.0 introduction
The City of Victoria has set a bold vision to
develop a comprehensive bicycle network
that is accessible to Victoria residents
of all ages and abilities. An effective and
meaningful Public Communication and
Engagement Strategy is critical to the
success of any transportation project—
especially one that endeavours to make
radical change. Our team is committed to
engaging and communicating with local
residents to ensure their needs and ideas
are incorporated into the new bicycle
infrastructure. Building on previous
consultation processes undertaken by
the City, this Public Communication and
Engagement Strategy sets forth an inclusive
and accessible approach to engage local
residents on active mobility and cycling in
Victoria.
Our approach emphasizes the need to
include non-cyclists and residents who may
not otherwise participate in community
planning processes. We will achieve this
by using diverse engagement tools that
are fun, interactive, and designed to meet
people where they already gather. Beyond
engagement, this strategy will educate

residents about the benefits of cycling and
generate public excitement for the new
investments being made by the City.
Community engagement is a collaborative
process. We will work closely with City
staff and local stakeholders to refine this
strategy as needs and opportunities arise.
This document should be considered a
living document, to be further refined on an
on-going basis throughout the #BIKETORIA
process.
Communication and Engagement
This document includes specific strategies
for communicating and engaging with
the public. Communication strategies are
methods to build awareness, education,
and
excitement
about
#BIKETORIA.
Communication
methods
include
developing content for social media and
online platforms. Engagement strategies
provide opportunities for the City and
Project Team to collect feedback and ideas
through direct dialogue or interaction
with local residents. To be effective, both
of these approaches must build on and
support each other.
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Building the Hype

The City of Victoria is committed to becoming one of the best cities for
bicycling in the world. People should be excited! Our goal is to build
on the existing hype, and to raise awareness of the City’s upcoming
bicycle network. We will achieve this by developing interactive and
innovative content for education and promotion of the project.
8 80 Cities and the project team will design promotional materials,
provide sample social media posts and website content, and print light
materials. The City of Victoria will support by ensuring all messaging
is consistent, and post all relevant content on their digital platforms.
The City will also leverage their existing partnerships to help promote
these campaigns.

Why #BIKETORIA

#BIKETORIA celebrates Victoria’s status as one of the best Canadian
cities for cycling. The title is also aspirational to match the bold mode
share targets and vision developed by Victoria’s City Council and its
residents. We want Victoria to become synonymous with a world class
cycling network. In 2018, when people think about or visit Victoria,
they will see a vibrant, healthy, and happy city that embraces cycling
as a part of everyday life.

The #BIKETORIA logo is designed to generate excitement and demand
attention. The hashtag nods to the digital and social media components of the project, but also resembles the street grid on which Victoria’s minimum grid of bicycle lanes will be built. The colour scheme
acknowledges Victoria’s connection to nature, and how its natural
beauty, surroundings, and climate each contribute to the city’s cycling culture.

#BIKETORIA Public Communication and Engagement Strategy
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2.0 Goals and objectives
We know what Victoria residents want in
their bicycle network. People want cycling
to be safe, accessible, and efficient. The City
has heard this message, and is committed to
delivering a connected grid of all ages and
abilities bike facilities in Victoria.
This phase of engagement
opportunities for us to:

presents

1) Build awareness and excitement about the
coming future of bicycling in Victoria. The City
of Victoria undertook a rigorous engagement
campaign in November 2013 to June 2014. To
avoid duplication and consultation fatigue,
this round of engagement will focus on a mix
of digital and personal platforms.
We will implement a series of high visibility
and accessible campaigns and activities
that will educate, excite, and spark dialogue
among all residents. To reach large audiences
in a short amount of time, this approach will
rely on informal, casual, interactive, and fun
engagement techniques.

2) Collect feedback on proposed networks
and preliminary network concept designs.
We will collect feedback from Victoria
residents to ensure the corridor selection
and design concepts reflect the needs
and ideas of the community. This process
will begin with a public presentation and
panel discussion with local leaders and key
members of our project team. We will also set
up Pop-Up Engagement Labs along the six
proposed corridors to engage local residents
on the challenges and opportunities in their
neighbourhood, and collect ideas beyond
cycling, such as placemaking, beautification,
and safety. Two of these Engagement Labs
will also feature temporary bike lanes
to allow residents to test possible street
treatments.
In November, we will facilitate a series of
#BIKETORIA Neighbourhood Salons, where
residents can see proposed design concepts,
ask questions, and offer feedback to our
project team.
Throughout this process, the expanded External
Stakeholder Committee will also provide
recommendations from diverse perspectives.
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2.1 public Communication and
engagement Objectives
> There is broad awareness around the proposed bicycle
network and preliminary concept designs.
> Feedback regarding the proposed bike network and
preliminary concept designs is collected from key stakeholders
and a diverse representation of the general public.

2.2 Guiding Principles
1. Accountability: We serve the needs of the community,
consulting residents and stakeholders regularly and providing
timely reports on progress.
2. Collaboration: We focus on partnerships and on informing
and involving residents and stakeholders to ensure excellence.

> Participants report that the City has provided enough
information in an easy to understand format that equipped
them to provide informed input.

3. Inclusiveness: We strive to implement an engagement
and communications strategy that meaningfully includes all
residents in the process of designing Victoria’s bicycle network,
particularly older adults, children and youth, homeless
individuals, and low income communities.

> The project contributes to a shift of mindset so that residents
view cycling as an important part of the Victoria future
lifestyle, in addition to being an efficient, safe, and fun mode
of transportation.

4. Innovation: We embrace creative ideas and have the courage
to lead with innovation.
5. Flexibility: We are responsive to the needs of our community
and continually evaluate and strive to improve our service.
6. Integrity: We honour the public trust by being transparent
in decision making and using local knowledge and industry
best practice to protect our environment and quality of life for
residents.

#BIKETORIA Public Communication and Engagement Strategy
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2.3 Key messages
Key messages are high-level communication points from which
all subsequent communication material is developed. They
allow the City of Victoria to speak with one voice, presenting
the “big picture” overview of the city’s refreshed bike network.
While they do not represent all the messages that will need to
be communicated throughout the course of the project, they
are the most important.
Once the main communication and engagement channels
have been confirmed, secondary messages will be developed
on how people can become informed and involved.
Key Messages for #BIKETORIA
Primary Messages

CONNECTED

> We are bringing Victoria one step closer to creating a bike
network that will safely connect every neighbourhood by 2018.

ALL AGES AND ABILITIES

> Our goal is to create a city where residents of all ages and
abilities can safely ride bicycles as a part of everyday life.

Supporting Messages
> The bicycle network will reflect the collective vision that residents
shared during previous and ongoing community engagement
processes.
> The #BIKETORIA project is being led by the City of Victoria in
partnership with an industry-leading and award-winning team of
experts in urban cycling from Urban Systems, Gehl Architects, 8
80 Cities, and Alta Planning + Design.
> Victoria’s bicycle network will support diverse sectors of the
economy, help attract and retain talented individuals, and draw
visitors from around the world who want to experience the vibrant,
healthy, and sustainable lifestyles enjoyed by Victoria residents.
> We are investing in world-class infrastructure and design so that
we can make biking safe and accessible for everyone
> Cycling should be convenient, irresistible, affordable, and fun.
Victoria’s bicycle network will make cycling an attractive and
safe way to travel to all neighbourhoods and key destinations
throughout the city.
> Victoria will become a city where eight-year-olds and eightyyear-olds can ride a bicycle safely in all neighbourhoods.

WORLD CLASS

> We want to make Victoria one of the best cycling cities in the
world.

BEYOND BIKING

> The project is about more that biking. Creating a more bikeable
city will help us achieve our goals related to placemaking,
sustainability, economic development and health.
5

2.4 Key Questions
Asking clear, consistent, and simple questions will ensure that
Victoria’s bicycle network is comfortable, convenient, and
complete for all residents. Residents will be asked the following
questions throughout the #BIKETORIA project through various
events, activities, and engagement tools.
More details about the intent, focus, format, and event that each
questions will asked at is provided in the #BIKETORIA Question
Matrix in the Section 3.4 of this report.
1. Who do you think would feel comfortable riding on the proposed
bike facilities?
2. Does the network connect you to the places you want to go?
3. Does the network come close enough to your home?
4. Where are you concerned about your safety within the proposed
network?
5. What specific types of amenities would you like to see included
in the priority network? Where would you like to see them?
6. Oce the priority network is complete, which destinations will
you visit most often by bike?
7. Will this network encourage you to bike more? If yes, why?
8. What excites you most about this project? What impacts of the
project concern you the most?
9. Which of the priority corridors do you care about the most?
Which do you care about the least?

#BIKETORIA Public Communication and Engagement Strategy
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3.0 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The #BIKETORIA Communications and Engagement Strategy
will be implemented in two phases:

Consultation Phase 1 will build excitement and raise

awareness for the #BIKETORIA project. The primary purpose
of this phase is to collect feedback and mitigate concerns on
the bicycle network and facilities in general, as well as the
priority corridors identified by the Project Team and adopted
by council.
Communications and Engagement activities to be completed
by the Project Team in Consultation Phase 1 include:
> Finalize Engagement and Communications Strategy
> Launch #BIKETORIA social media campaign
> Finalize logistics and agenda for the #BIKETORIA Summit
> Promote the #BIKETORIA Summit and Engagement Lab
> External Stakeholder Committee meeting #1 (proposed 			
network and priority corridors)
> Publish media release to promote #BIKETORIA Summit
> Host #BIKETORIA Summit
> Host Pop-Up Engagement Labs
> Finalize logistics #BIKETORIA Neighbourhood Salons
> Produce summary report from #BIKETORIA Summit 		
and Community Engagement Lab finalized, to be embedded 		
in recommendations

Consultation Phase 2 will continue this momentum by
asking residents to identify opportunities and challenges in
relation to the specific design concepts for each corridor.

Communications and Engagement activities to be completed
by the Project Team in Consultation Phase 2 include:
> Promote #BIKETORIA Salons
> Host three #BIKETORIA Neighbourhood Salons
> External Stakeholder Committee meeting #3 (conceptual detailed
design)
> Produce #BIKETORIA Neighbourhood Salon Summary Report
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3.1 Actions & deliverables
communication
&engagement
actions

Deliverables

Project Team start up
meeting
Technical Advisory Committee
Meeting #1

#BIKETORIA
INTERIM
REPORT

#BIKETORIA Interim Report
presented to Council
Consultation Phase 1
(network, priority corridors,
facility type)
Technical Advisory Committee
Meeting #2

Consultation Phase 2
(corridor-specific feedback on
design concepts)
Technical Advisory Committee
Meeting #3
#BIKETORIA Public Communication and Engagement Strategy

NETWORK
CONCEPT
DESIGN

PROJECT TEAM REFINES
CONCEPT DESIGN
#BIKETORIA FINAL REPORT
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3.2 EVENTS & ACTIVITIES
The Public Communication and Engagement Strategy includes five broad activities that will be used throughout the study. These
activities are summarized below to highlight their purpose and content. Overall, the intent of this approach is to move the engagement
from a broad overview of cycling in Victoria, to a network level and then finally the individual corridors and preliminary and then
detailed design. Through this approach, feedback will be collected and inform the next step of design work to be completed.

Event
Activity
Spectrum of
Engagement

Intent

Audience

Desired
Outcome

Incorporating
Feedback

Technical Advisory Committee

#BIKETORIA Summit and
Workshop

3 meetings

Public forum and display

Involve

Inform and Consult

> Build awareness and support for the project.

> Build awareness and support for the project.

> Collect feedback from stakeholders on the
proposed corridors.

> Collect feedback from the public on the proposed
corridors.

> Collect information relevant to the preliminary
and detailed concept designs.

> Collect information relevant to the preliminary
concept designs.

Key stakeholders such as cycling associations,
business community, neighbourhood associations,
and others.

> General public

Collect stakeholder feedback on the network
principles, priority corridors, and preliminary,
detailed concept design specific to each corridor.

Collect public feedback to gain an understanding
of the advantages and challenges of the network,
proposed corridors, and facility type.

Inform the interim report and proposed 2018 All
Ages and Abilities Priority Network.

Inform the preliminary concept designs.

> Focus on the business community, neighbourhood
associations, and key stakeholders.
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Event
Activity
Spectrum of
Engagement

Intent

Pop-Up
Engagement Labs

Neighbourhood
Salons

Pop-up booths

Discussion meetings

Website and Social Media

Inform and Consult

Inform and Consult

Inform and Consult

> Build awareness and support
for the project.

> Consult key stakeholders on
the draft concept designs for
the corridors.

> Build awareness and support
for the project.

> Collect feedback from
the public on the proposed
corridors.

> Collect feedback on the
detailed concept designs.

> Collect information relevant
to the preliminary concept
designs.
> Local public (those living on or
near the proposed corridors).

Audience

Desired
Outcome

Incorporating
Feedback

Website and Social
Media

> Provide on-going and up-to
date information about the
project.
> Collect feedback regarding
the proposed corridors and
preliminary concept designs.

> Key corridor-specific
stakeholders (e.g. business
community, neighbourhood
associations, and others
impacted by the project).

> General public

Collect feedback to better
understand the advantages and
challenges of the network with
emphasis on adjacent proposed
corridors and facility type.

Collect stakeholder feedback
on the detailed concept design
specific to each corridor.

Public and stakeholder
awareness of the project and
opportunities for feedback.

Inform the preliminary
concept designs.

Inform the preliminary
concept designs.

Inform the preliminary and
detailed concept designs.

> Latent users (drivers, noncyclists, people of all ages,
abilities, and backgrounds).

#BIKETORIA Public Communication and Engagement Strategy
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3.3 Events and
activities descriptions
Technical Advisory Committees (ongoing)
We suggest that the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) be expanded
to include a broader range of interested stakeholders. This includes
additional cycling organizations (for example WEBike and organizers
of kidical mass), business representatives, placemaking, health,
neighbourhood associations, and other key stakeholders.
Based on our experience with similar studies, we have found that
establishing and working with a stakeholder committee such as this
is critical to ensuring we understand all issues from the outset of the
study from various perspectives, to build a common understanding
of the project, and to ensure we are building support and buyin from external stakeholders early-on and on an on-going basis
throughout the study. See below for the focus of each meeting:
> Meeting #1: Guiding Principles and Priority Network
> Meeting #2: Conceptual Planning
> Meeting #3: Confirmation of Design Concepts
Roles: The project team will convene and facilitate three meetings
of the Technical Advisory Committee from September to January.
The City will support in identifying and reaching out to community
stakeholders that should participate in the committee.
Cost to the City: Staff time for departmental representatives, and
possible use of City meeting spaces.
Dates: September - January, 2016

*

Groups represented in the TAC
> Business Community
> Cycling Community
> Technical Advisory
> Placemaking
> Urban Design / Agriculture
> Healthy Communities
> All Ages and Abilities

> Neighbourhood Associations
> Accessibility
> Student
> Women
> Safety
> Sustainable Transportation
> City of Victoria
11

#BIKETORIA Summit and Workshop (November)
Our team will host a comprehensive public engagement blitz,
beginning with a free public event on November 1, 2015. Cycling
experts from project team will participate as guest speakers,
including Gil Penalosa, Andreas Røhl, and/or Mia Birk (pending
availability). During the week of this launch event, our project team
will host a series of Pop-Up Engagement Labs (see following pages).
Discussion at both the Summit and Engagement Labs will focus
on potential impacts and benefits of the proposed corridors and
preliminary design concepts of Victoria’s bike network.
The #BIKETORIA Summit will also include a workshop component,
which will serve as an opportunity for the public to provide feedback
on the proposed all ages and abilities network. The #BIKETORIA team
will setup display boards featuring the proposed network in the
venue and the public will have the opportunity to provide feedback
about the proposed corridors before and after the event through
interactive activities, surveys as well as the question and answer
session. Facilitators will be on hand to guide participants through
the activities and address any questions or concerns residents may
have about the project. The #BIKETORIA Summit and Workshop will
be complimented by an online survey.
Date and Location: November 1, 2015 (location TBC)
Roles: The project team will host the #BIKETORIA Summit and
Workshop, and design engagement and promotional materials. The
project team will secure venue space for one public event (up to 150
people). The City and Project Team will work together to produce
a media release to promote the Summit. The City will also help
promote the Summit.
Costs to the City: We will use existing City materials and resources
whenever possible. Potential costs to the City include event
promotion, and up to four staff to help facilitate activities at each
event.
#BIKETORIA Public Communication and Engagement Strategy
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#BIKETORIA Summit and Workshop Agenda
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1
2:30pm
Doors Open
		Public viewing of proposed corridors and feedback activities
3:00pm
Welcome and Introduction by Mayor Lisa Helps
3:15pm
Keynote presentations by members of the consulting team*
4:30pm
Q&A with the audience
5:00pm
Closing remarks
Continued viewing of proposed corridors and feedback activities until 5:30
*The presenters will include Gil Penalosa, Mia Birk, and/or Andreas Røhl, subject to availability.
GIL PENALOSA | 8 80 CITIES

Gil is Founder and Chair of the Board of 8 80 Cities and is an accomplished presenter and inspirational speaker.
Because of Gil’s unique blend of pragmatism and passion, his leadership and advice is sought out by many cities
and organizations. Over the past eight years, Gil has worked in over 180 different cities across six continents. As
former Commissioner of Parks, Sport and Recreation for the City of Bogotá, Colombia, Gil was an integral part
of the city’s much celebrated transformation of public space and sustainable mobility during the late 1990s. Gil
successfully led the design and development of over 200 parks including Simon Bolivar, a 113-hectare park in
the heart of the city. Gil’s team also initiated the “new Ciclovia,” a program that sees over one million people
walk, run, skate, and bike along 121 kilometres of Bogotá’s city roads every Sunday, and today is internationally
recognized and emulated.

ANDREAS RØHL | GEHL ARCHITECTS & STUDIO

Andreas is an internationally renowned cycling specialist with Gehl Architects. Andreas was formerly the City of
Copenhagen’s Bicycle Programme Manager. Through his seven years at the City of Copenhagen, Andreas gained
unique insights into delivering on high profile political agendas, as well as promoting cycling in urban areas via
both hard and soft infrastructure. Andreas focused on bicycle policies and strategies to improve conditions for
cycling; communication and marketing of cycling issues within Copenhagen and abroad; and working closely with
the bicycle industry, NGOs and other public institutions, to promote cycling. Andreas developed Copenhagen’s
2012 Cycling Strategy and “Design Guidelines for Great Cycle Roads”. With Gehl Architects, Andreas is working to
create efficient urban transport systems, with a focus on transport as a means to creating liveable cities

MIA BIRK | ALTA PLANNING + DESIGN

Mia is the CEO of Alta Planning + Design. She has spent her entire career creating active communities. She is the
author of Joyride: Pedaling Toward a Healthier Planet, which tells the behind-the-scenes story of how a group
of determined visionaries transformed Portland into a cycling mecca and inspired the nation. She has been at
the forefront of numerous groundbreaking studies and organizations, and was a co-founder of Portland State
University’s Initiative for Bicycle and Pedestrian Innovation and the Cities for Cycling Project and Urban Bikeway
Design Guide of the National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO). She was a co-founder at Alta
Bicycle Share, Inc., which launched and operates public bike sharing systems in 10 North American communities
and Melbourne, Australia, and was recently sold and rebranded as Motivate.
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Pop-Up Engagement Labs (November)
During the week of the #BIKETORIA Summit, our #BIKETORIA team
will be hitting the streets to talk to residents about cycling in
their community. We’ll set up pop-up bike lanes and #BIKETORIA
Engagement Labs in locations (TBC) across the city. We’ll have plenty
of fun activities to spark the imagination of residents, and get people
thinking about Victoria’s bicycle network. Residents can stop in for a
coffee or snack, have a chat, and help shape the future of biking in
Victoria.
The #BIKETORIA Engagement Labs will be an opportunity for residents
to share and discuss the advantages and challenges associated with
each corridor as well as their aspirations related to bike facility
designs (such as physical separation treatments, neighbourhood
greenway design, and off-street pathways treatments). This will be an
opportunity for community members to share their thoughts on how
we can make each corridor connected, comfortable, and convenient
as well as discuss more specific issues such as parking and traffic
impacts. The #BIKETORIA team will record feedback through surveys,
interactive activities, and notetaking. We will address concerns and
share examples of best practice facilities by using visual tools and
mapping exercises.
The goal of the #BIKETORIA Engagement Labs is to inform the public
about the proposed all ages and abilities network and to confirm the
public support of the corridors. We want to collect feedback to better
understand the advantages and challenges of the network with
emphasis on the proposed corridors and facility type. The feedback
collected during the #BIKETORIA Engagement Labs will be used by
the project team and the City to inform the concept designs for the
selected corridors.
Roles: 8 80 Cities will design and provide engagement materials,
facilitate the activities, and recommend potential sites. The City will
confirm sites and secure any necessary permits, and provide (or assist
in finding) structural materials (tent, table, two chairs, and planters or
some form of dividers for the pop-up bike lane). City staff will assist
#BIKETORIA Public Communication and Engagement Strategy

in engaging residents in conversation, encouraging them
to use the bike lane, answer questions, and facilitating the
feedback activities.
Cost to the City: Up to two City staff people for two days
to help facilitate the engagement. We will use existing City
resources and materials when possible.
Dates and Locations:
Early November, 2015. Locations may include:
> Cook and Dallas *pop-up bike lane*
> Fairfield and Moss
> Haultain and Asquith
> Wharf and Humboldt *pop-up bike lane*
> Gorge and the Galloping Goose
> Oak Bay and Davie
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#BIKETORIA Neighbourhood Salons
The project team will host three public open house events to present
the findings of the study to date, including the recommended
network and priority corridors identified in Phase 2 of our project
plan, as well as the preferred concepts for each corridor developed
in Phase 3. The #BIKETORIA Neighbourhood Salons will be hosted in
venues that are easily accessible to residents of each community
(schools, coffee shops, libraries, community centres). These events
will be informal and conversational in tone, and provide detailed
visual displays with information about the proposed updates to
Victoria’s bike network.
Purpose: The purpose of these Salons is to obtain input on the
selection of the preferred design concepts before moving into the
next level of detailed conceptual design of each corridor. Local
stakeholders will receive detailed information on the impacts and
benefits that the corridors will have in their neighbourhood. Our
project team will be available to collect ideas, and answer any
questions or concerns.
Roles: The Project Team will develop the promotional material
needed for the event, including ads, posters, website content,
and other communication material needed to promote and create
awareness for the open house. We will be responsible for producing
the material, while we will rely on the City for distribution. The
Project Team will also prepare open house materials, including
display boards, using the City’s templates if applicable.
Cost to the City: Potential advertising costs, and the City will provide
staff capacity to assist in the facilitation of the Salons.
Neighbourhood Locations: Salons will be hosted in one of the
neighbourhoods in each group:
> Vic West / Downtown / Burnside
> James Bay / Fairfield / Rockland / Gonzales / North and 		
South Jubilee
> North Park / Harris Green / Fernwood / Oaklands / Hillside
Quadra
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Website and Social Media (ongoing)

Social media is critical to promoting the #BIKETORIA campaigns and engagement events.
The City of Victoria’s existing social media channels (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) will
be used throughout the process to share updates about the project, raise awareness of
the #BIKETORIA Summit and Workshop, and Engagement Labs, and educate the public on
the benefits of cycling as a part of everyday life. Along with clear, accessible messaging,
the #BIKETORIA logo will appear on all promotional and communications materials. All
social media content will be categorized and tracked under the #BIKETORIA hashtag.
Social media will also be used to engage residents in a conversation by asking them
to share their thoughts, ideas, and photos of cycling in Victoria. This will be achieved
through three new social media campaigns:
#BIKETORIA Is
The #BIKETORIA Is... campaign functions as both an engagement tool and a social media
campaign. At the Pop-up Engagement Labs, residents will be asked to complete the phrase
“In 2018 biking will be...” on an erasable whiteboard. We will photograph participants
with the whiteboard, and share it on social media channels with the #BIKETORIA hashtag.
Social media will also build excitement among traditional media. The international team
of experts will be available for traditional print or radio interviews at both a local and
regional level. The audience for this campaign include all Victorians with a particular
focus on latent cyclists.
Roles: City will post the content on their social media channels. Project Team will
write and curate content. The project team will design the board for the #BIKETORIA
Is... campaign. The project team and City will engage residents with the board at public
events during the #BIKETORIA Summit and Workshop, and Engagement Labs. The City will
post the results on their website and social media channels.
Estimated Costs to City: $175 for potential social media advertising costs

#BIKETORIA Public Communication and Engagement Strategy
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Victoria Roll Models Campaign (ongoing)
This campaign will put a personal touch and human face to the updated bicycle network
by inviting local residents to share what they love about cycling in Victoria. To appeal to
a diverse demographic, the Roll Models will include a wide range of residents, such as
newcomers, parents, business owners, local celebrities, and students. Participants will
be photographed with their bicycle, and a short quote will be added to the image. The
images can be printed as posters, and/or shared on the City’s website and social media
channels. The audience for this campaign will be existing cyclists, who will then serve as
examples for non-cyclists.
Estimated Costs to City: None
Roles: Project team will produce content to promote the campaign (social media posts,
posters, etc.). City will promote the campaign on their social media channels and website.
#BIKETORIA Videos (ongoing)
The City of Victoria will record video footage throughout the #BIKETORIA engagement
process, and produce a promotional video and/or series of short video clips about
Victoria’s refreshed bike network. The video could include comments from members of
our project team and local stakeholders, images of the concept plans, and footage from
our Pop-Up Engagement Labs. This video will become a communications tool for the
City to build awareness and excitement about biking in Victoria. The audience for this
campaign include all Victorians with a particular focus on latent cyclists.
Estimated Costs to City: Unknown
Roles: The City of Victoria will lead the development of the #BIKETORIA Video, and be
responsible for all costs related to production. The Project Team will support by creating
filming opportunities at the #BIKETORIA Summit and Workshop, and Pop-Up Engagement
Labs.
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3.4 questions matrix
The Questions Matrix identifies the intent and focus of each Key Question (Section 2.4) that the Project Team will ask residents during
the engagement process. The Matrix also explains the format, event, and activity that will be used to pose each question to stakeholders.
*Note: These questions are intended to be asked during Consultation Phase 1, but will be adapted and expanded on to address the
proposed design concepts once they are prepared by the Project Team.

Question >>

Who would feel comfortable
riding on these bike facilities?
(Use the AAA scale)

Intent

Collect information relevant to the
preliminary concept designs that
can be applied to all 8 priority
corridors.

Focus
(Comfortable,
Convenient,
Complete)

Ensure that the designs are
comfortable for people of all ages
and abilities.

Format and
Event

> Display board & dotmocracy at
#BIKETORIA Summit and Workshop
and Pop-up Engagement Labs
>Online survey
>Facilitated discussion

Does the network connect you
to the places you want to go?

Does the network come close
enough to your home?

Collect feedback from the public on
the proposed corridors.

Collect feedback from the public on
the proposed corridors.

Ensure that network is convenient
for people in Victoria.

Ensure that network is complete for
people in Victoria.

>online survey

>online survey

>paper survey at #BIKETORIA Summit
and Workshop and Engagement Labs

>paper survey at #BIKETORIA Summit
and Workshop and Engagement Labs

>Facilitated discussion

>Facilitated discussion

Using the AAA scale* (see next page)
The public will be asked this question
the public will provide feedback on
through the online and paper survey.
treatments options for each of the three
bicycle facilities that are included in the
Activity
proposed network (Protected bike lanes,
Description
neighbourhood greenway, off- street
pathways. The treatment options will
be presented visually, either on display
boards or in the online survey, and
residents will rate them on the AAA scale.
#BIKETORIA Public Communication and Engagement Strategy

The public will be asked this
question through the online and
paper survey.
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What specific types of
amenities would you like to
see included in the priority
network and where?

Once the priority network is
complete, which destinations
will you visit the most often by
bike?
Collect feedback from the public on
the proposed corridors.

Question >>

Where are you concerned
about your safety within the
proposed network?

Intent

Collect feedback from the public
on the proposed corridors. Collect
information relevant to the
preliminary concept designs.

Collect information relevant to the
preliminary concept designs.

Focus
(Comfortable,
Convenient,
Complete)

Ensure that the designs are
comfortable for people of all ages
and abilities.

Ensure that the designs are
comfortable for people of all ages
and abilities. Ensure that network
is convenient for people in Victoria.

Format and
Event

Activity
Description

Ensure that network is convenient
for people in Victoria.

> Mapping activity at #BIKETORIA
Summit and Workshop and Pop-up
Engagement Labs

> Mapping activity at #BIKETORIA
Summit and Workshop and Pop-up
Engagement Labs

>online survey

>Online survey

>Facilitated discussion

>Facilitated discussion

>paper survey at #BIKETORIA Summit
and Workshop and Engagement Labs

>Facilitated discussion

Using a large map, the public will use red
dots to indicate areas of perceived safety
concern in the proposed network.
The same question will be asked in the
online survey. We will ask the public to
list the locations of their perceived safety
hot-spots by street name/intersection.

Using a large map, the public will use
small sticker icons to indicate where
they would like to see a selection
of amenities that will contribute
to placemaking and enhance the
network (ie. bike parking, wayfinding,
public art, etc).

The public will be asked this
question through the online and
paper survey.

*All Ages and Abilities
(AAA) Scale
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Question >>

Intent
Focus
(Comfortable,
Convenient,
Complete)

Format and
Event

Will this network encourage
you to bike more? If yes, why?

What excites you most about
this project? What impacts of
the project concern you the
most?

Which of the priority corridors
do you care about the most?
Which corridors do you care
about the least?

Collect feedback from the public on
the proposed corridors.

Collect feedback from the public on
the proposed corridors.

Collect feedback from the public on
the proposed corridors.

Collect information relevant to the
preliminary concept designs.

Ensure that network is complete for
people in Victoria.

Ensure that network is comfortable,
convenient and complete for
people in Victoria.

Ensure that network is convenient
and complete for people in Victoria.

>online survey

>online survey

>online survey

> Display board & dotmocracy

>paper survey at #BIKETORIA Summit
and Workshop and Engagement Labs

>paper survey at #BIKETORIA Summit
and Workshop and Engagement Labs

>Facilitated discussion

>Facilitated discussion

This will be an open ended question.
The public will be asked this question
through the online and paper survey.

The public will be asked this
question through the online and
paper survey.

>paper survey at #BIKETORIA Summit
and Workshop and Engagement Labs
>Facilitated discussion

Activity
Description

The public will be asked this question
through the online and paper survey, as
well as a visual display board.

#BIKETORIA Public Communication and Engagement Strategy
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3.5 engagement tools
Corridor Location and Design Display Boards

The Pop-Up Engagement Labs will feature large display boards that show residents the
locations of each proposed corridor, and street-level photos that show current conditions
on each corridor. These photos will be used to spark conversations about the challenges
and opportunities of each location. Display boards will also be used at the #BIKETORIA
Neighbourhood Salons, with photos displaying the concept designs along each corridor.
Audience: Residents and stakeholders in neighbourhoods along the proposed corridors
Estimated Costs to City: None
Roles: The Project Team will design and print the boards, and lead the facilitation of the
community conversations.
When/Where: Consultation Phase 1 and 2 (#BIKETORIA Summit and Workshop, Engagement
Labs, and #BIKETORIA Neighbourhood Salons)

Corridor Location and Design Maps

This activity will be used at the Pop-Up Engagement Labs and the #BIKETORIA
Neighbourhood Salons. Our Project Team will design and display large-scale maps of all
proposed corridors. Residents and stakeholders will use green and yellow sticky-notes
to write specific opportunities that excite them and particular areas of concern, and
place them on the map in the corresponding location. The comments collected at the
Pop-Up Engagement Lab will focus on the location of the proposed corridors, whereas
participants at the #BIKETORIA Neighbourhood Salons will be asked to comment on the
proposed design concepts.
Audience: Residents and stakeholders in neighbourhoods along the proposed corridors
Estimated Costs to City: None
Roles: The Project Team will design and print the maps, and lead the facilitation of the
community engagement activities.
When/Where: Consultation Phase 1 and 2 (#BIKETORIA Summit, Engagement Labs, and
#BIKETORIA Neighbourhood Salons)

*

Our project team will collect and
analyze all information that is
collected through each activity.
We will produce a summary report
that highlights key findings.
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#BIKETORIA Inspiration Banner

Our team will produce a set of images that display various cycling facilities, infrastructure,
and amenities from around the world. These images will be made available to passersby and interested residents at the #BIKETORIA Summit and Workshop and Pop-Up
Engagement Labs. Using real-world examples, these images will help community
members identify specific treatments and amenities they would like to see in Victoria’s
bicycle network, including technical design elements, placemaking integration, public
art, wayfinding, and more.
Residents will be invited to select their favourite images, and write why they would like
to see the ideas depicted in the image implemented in Victoria. Our Project Team will
then hang each image on a string to form a banner for others to view. The banner will
serve as a visual expression of the residents’ collective vision for the future of bicycling
in Victoria.
Audience: All Victoria residents, with a particular focus on residents and stakeholders in
neighbourhoods along the proposed corridors.
Estimated Costs to City: None
Roles: The Project Team will select and print the images, and lead the facilitation.
When/Where: Consultation Phase 1 (Pop-Up Engagement Labs)

Print and Online Surveys

Residents will have the opportunity to provide feedback on the bicycle network, priority
corridors, and design concepts using traditional engagement methods such as print and
online surveys. The surveys will be easy to read and understand, and be designed to be
completed in five minutes or less.
Audience: All Victoria residents
Estimated Costs to City: None
Roles: The Project Team and City will work together to finalize the survey questions. The
Project Team will design and print the hardcopy surveys, and the City will host the online
survey on their website.
When/Where: Ongoing throughout the Consultation Phase 1 and 2 (#BIKETORIA Summit
and Workshop, Engagement Labs, and #BIKETORIA Neighbourhood Salons). The online
survey will be launched simultaneously with the #BIKETORIA Summit and Workshop, and
remain online for one week afterwards.
#BIKETORIA Public Communication and Engagement Strategy
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Visual Survey Boards

Surveys don’t have to be boring! Visual survey boards invite people to share their ideas
and demographic data in a fun and accessible way. Boards can be displayed at public
engagement events, such as the Pop-Up Engagement Labs or the #BIKETORIA Summit.
Using sticker dots, residents can identify their age, gender, location, cycling habits, and
more.
Audience: All Victoria residents, with a particular focus on residents and stakeholders in
neighbourhoods along the proposed corridors
Estimated Costs to City: None
Roles: The Project Team will design and print the boards, and lead the facilitation with
residents.
When/Where: Consultation Phase 1 and 2 (#BIKETORIA Summit and Workshop, Engagement
Labs, and #BIKETORIA Neighbourhood Salons)

Promotional Take-Aways

Our project team will develop materials that can be used to promote the project and
increase education about biking in Victoria. These materials might include informational
postcards, and “#BIKETORIA” stickers for local businesses and residents to show their
support.
Audience: All Victoria residents, and local businesses in areas near the proposed corridors
Estimated Costs to City: None
Roles: The Project Team will design and print the materials and distribute them at the
engagement activities.
When/Where: Ongoing throughout the Consultation Phase 1 and 2 (#BIKETORIA Summit
and Workshop, Engagement Labs, and #BIKETORIA Neighbourhood Salons)
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4.0 next steps
There are so many fun and effective communications and
engagement tools that could be used to generate awareness
and excitement about Victoria’s updated bicycle network.
Unfortunately, the scope of this current phase of the project
limits the number and scale of activities the Project Team can
undertake.

However, we strongly recommend that the new and existing
communications and engagement efforts continue under the
leadership of the City.
The following are samples of engagement tools that could be
implemented by the City after this project phase is complete.

#BIKETORIA Swag

Victoria residents and businesses can show their support for the coming bicycle network
updates by proudly displaying a variety of promotional items. Swag items could include
stickers, buttons, bells, water bottles, and poster. The messaging will be simple and
consistent (#BIKETORIA). The City can leverage the branding and messaging developed
during the corridor selection and design concept phase to ensure consistency and
ensure brand recognition.

Bike to Shop Week

This campaign would be modeled after the successful Bike to Work and Bike to School
initiatives. Bike to Shop Week would encourage people to ride their bicycle to local
businesses, thereby demonstrating the positive economic impact that cycling can have
in a city. Participants would be asked to share photographs and short stories about why
and where they shop by bike through social media.

Individual Stakeholder Consultation

The detailed technical design and implementation phase of the bicycle network
project will bring significant changes to the residents and businesses in the adjacent
neighbourhoods. We recommend implementing a door-to-door consultation campaign,
during which outreach would be conducted with each business and home along the
selected corridors to ensure that these stakeholders are aware of the upcoming changes
and construction process.

#BIKETORIA Public Communication and Engagement Strategy
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5.0 measures
of success
A system for evaluating proposed
communication
and
engagement
activities is crucial to the success of the
overall Action Plan process. This Strategy
is intended to be a living document,
which can be adjusted to respond to
potential change (changes in project
scope; audience sentiments; political
climate, etc.).
The measures of success should be
adjusted to reflect the #BIKETORIA
objectives as it is further refined, in
order to maintain alignment between
the measures and objectives.
Tools of Measurement:
> Visual survey boards
> Post-event online surveys
> Site counters
Key measures of success:
> A diverse representation of Victoria
residents and businesses have actively
participated in the bicycle network
implementation
process.
Different
measures will be used to gauge the
success of the communication and
engagement strategies.

> At least three-quarters of people
surveyed (75%) during the on-the-ground
engagement activities on October 16-17:
+ think their input was valued
+ think their input helped shape 		
the direction of the plan
> The project team reports that the input
received from the community was of a
high quality and quantity to ensure the
bicycle network is representative of
community desires as measured through
anecdotal feedback from the team.
Communication Measures:
+ Local media covers events and 		
campaigns
+ Website hits, and interactions 		
on social media (retweets, use of
hashtag, comments, etc.)
+ Number of participants in our
online communication campaigns
(#BIKETORIA is..., Roll Models, etc.)

Engagement Measures:
+ Numbers of surveys completed
+ Attendance at the Cycling
Summit and Workshop, and Pop-		
Up Engagement
Labs
+ Number of responses collected
from our engagement activities
(Visual Survey Boards, and 		
#BIKETORIA Inspiration Banner)
Communication and Engagement Report:
The key findings, highlights, and results
will be recorded in a #BIKETORIA
Communication
and
Engagement
Report. The report will include outcomes
on each measurement of success. This
report will be concise, easy-to-read,
and will make use of extensive use
of graphics and visuals to ensure it is
accessible and engaging for City Council,
staff, and members of the public. The
results of the engagement will inform
the project work on an on-going basis.
The report will summary this interaction
and ensure that any other feedback is
available to inform future City activities
related to cycling
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